Some Spy Activities:

Fun things to do together:
* Make a secret spy name and code words for you and your brothers and sisters or friends to use. Don't forget to use your spy name and code words, or others will be able to find out what you are doing.
* Using the disguise that you made during craft time, add some clothes or other accessories (hats, shoes, glasses, etc.) to finish your disguise. See if you can fool someone using your disguise. Will they be able to recognize you?
* Play the "pass the message" games with your friends or family. Have someone come up with a sentence. Then you "pass" on the message by whispering it to the person next to you. The last person will tell everyone what they heard. Is it the same message?
* Think about what kinds of things a good spy needs. Make a list.

Some Spy Stories:

- E MASSIE
  - Chameleon Was a Spy
- E NOBLE
  - The Scarlet Stockings Spy
- ER RYLANT
  - Henry and Mudge and the Sneaky Crackers
- ER YOLEN
  - Commander Toad and the Intergalactic Spy
  - Spies Revealed
- J 327.12 GIFFORD
  - The Real Spy's Guide to Becoming a Spy
- J 327.120023 EARNEST
  - Spies Revealed

Use Your Eyes

Use your eyes, use your eyes; (look around the room)
You can look and see. (hold hand above eyes, scanning the room)
If you have on black shoes,
Come and stand with me. (children who have black shoes on should move to the front of the room)

Use your eyes, use your eyes; (children return to original places and continue to look around)
You can look and see. (hold hand over eyes, scanning the room)
If you have on a red shirt,
Come and stand with me. (children who have red shirts on should move to the front of the room) keep naming things until done